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ABSTRACT

Some implications of the anomalous magnetic moment a^

of the neutrino are discussed, in particular the differential

cross-sections of the electron-neutrino (antineutrino)

scattering, (v and \> ), of the magnetic model is compared

with the standard model in order to set better limits on a .
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Several experimental groups are studying the angular distribution

in electron-neutrino scattering . The differential cross-section at
present involves very small forward scattering angles. We would like to

point out that when data from larger angles become available,the angular

distribution may provide an effective method to set limits for the anomalous

magnetic moment of the neutrino and to test the standard model against other

models.

The anomalous magnetic moment of the neutrino has a long history being

introduced with the conception of the neutrino itself . It gives rise to

a neutral current in the process ev •+ ev which was first calculated by

Carlson and Oppenheimer already in 1932 and by Bethe in 1935 . It has been
7 ) 8 )

revived and recalculated recently in connection with a study of magnetic
9)

interactions at short distances
The limit set to the magnetic moment of the neutrino from the value of

-9 8)•• * •• "'. This is also the present
the total cross-sections is about a ^ 10

laboratory limit from neutrino experiments 4). 1.0 x 10-9

astrophysical considerations put a much smaller lower limit 10)
M0' The

In the

standard model a is identically zero to begin with, but there is an induced

value av which is, however, negligible small [av^3 * 1° UQ

The anomalous magnetic moment of the neutrino is being discussed at

present with renewed interest in connection with the solar neutrino problem.

The neutrino data seem to suggest an anticorrelation between the measured
12) 13) w. ̂

neutrino flux and the sun-spot number . It was argued
neutrino magnetic moment of the order of 10

'"' that a

would be sufficient to

flip a large part of the left-handed neutrinos into right-handed ones over

a length L in a magnetic field B such that BL -v. 10 Tin, e.g. L «* 108 m,

B ^ 300 Gauss, The effect of a small v-mass on spin rotation angle has also been

given . Theoretical attempts have also been made to understand such large

values of av . In addition to spin rotation, neutrinos with magnetic moment

can undergo reflections entering the regions of magnetic fields, in particular

total reflection occurs beyond a critical angle which also changes the

neutrino flux, furthermore, even a small neutrino magnetic moment again can lead

to nearly zero energy-point-like bound systems of electrons and neutrinos

The effect of the anomalous magnetic moment av on other neutrino processes,

e e •+ v\), MV -> vv, w •> w , vy -» v-y and v\> -+ 2-f have also been calculated .

Because of all these implications the problem of the anomalous magnetic moment

of the neutrino remains an interesting and intriguing possibility for further

studies.

In the standard electroweak model the differential cross-sections

for various electron neutrino scatterings in the lowest order are
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where g^ and gA have the following values
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We consider the rest frame of the electron (laboratory frame) since

experiments are reported in this frame, where the kinematics has an interesting

structure. In this frame

and we obtain for Handelstam variables and their approximations for small

values of the recoil angle and for E,E >> m

= 2m - 2mE & - 2mE

2
» n + 2 m E « Ju E

\i "* v

- m 2 ) 1 / Z

(3)

Also the well-known (Compton) formula holds

n - EJ1 + -
In this limit the equation t + s + u = 2m gives a kinematic relation

E 8 2m 1 - =- (5)

and the differential cross-section with respect to E, 8 2 and EB2,

respectively, is given by
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do G2m f
(8V
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de2

da

d(E82)
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2m

(7)

(8)

We shall now compare these results with those due to magnetic moment.

If the v (or v) has a small anainalous magnetic moment K = a (erh/2mc) the

differential cross-section due to the magnetic term alone in the Born approximation

i s 8 )

dt

v2 s - m + t

(s - m2)t
(9)

One could add the two amplitudes (with interface terms), but we obtain an upper

limit for av if we consider the two theories separately. In Eq.(9), the

anomalous magnetic moment could be really a form factor K • K(t).

In the laboratory frame the formulas corresponding to (6)-(8) are now

do
dE

da

de2

da

d(E62)

a K

a K

K E I ~ "

2

E8 (10)

2m

In Figs. 1 and 2 we plot the normalized differential cross-section for both models in

8 and in E/E . Thus accurate measurements could distinguish the models and
v 2

set limits for ay, but at present the interval of measured 9 is not fine

enough to make the distinction. Finally, as to the magnitude of the coupling

constants K and G (they have different dimensions) we may first equate the

total cross-sections at some energy 9,
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and then compare the differential cross-sections. For example, comparing from
0 *}rrt

Fig.l, the differential cross-sections at 6 ~ =— gives

a K
2 GV

4TT

which correspond to the choice s. » 7 ME .

Passing from K to a we obtain with a = e /4ir and a « K(2ia/e)

y 2na V m
(11)

For rage neutrino kinetic energy < E > c± 1.5 GeV we obtain

This is the present day limit. It is clear that when more data are available

one can make more precise determination, assuming of course that a is a

constant.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

do

Fig.2

The — j cross-sections of the standard and magnetic models. The

magnetic cross-section is normalized such that at 8 $J m/E. it is

equal to that of the standard model. This corresponds to a magnetic

moment a - -s—

TheThe -T~ cross-sections of the standard and magnetic models,

normalization is the same as Fig.l.
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